Ready Jet Go! - 6 am

Round and Round/Plant from Borton 7 Focus: planets revolve and rotate on axis/different kinds of stars

Mindy Turns Five Focus: Mindy is now old enough to travel into space

Just the Right Distance from the Sun/Solar Power River Focus: Life on Earth comes from Sun's energy/solar power

Mindy's Ice Rink/Measure For Measure Focus: trip to Saturn's icy rings/Astronomical Unit

How Come the Moon Has Craters?/Backyard Moon Base Focus: asteroids made Moon craters/Moon habitat

Arthur - 6:30 am

Prunella The Patchet/What's In A Name? Focus: can Prunella break her packet habits? Inky's real name is Shelley.

I Wanna Hold Your Hand/ Whistling In The Wind Focus: I'm going to catch my first fish! /Iris gets lost in a maze with an old map

Sea Dance/ Snowboarding Qyaf Theme Song Focus: Moby learns Unangax Seal Dance/ snowboarding is hard

Picking Cloudberries/Puzzle- zied Focus: Moby finding cloudberries for pie/what's in an old Japanese puzzle box

Bird In The Hand/Bite-Bite Birdie Focus: helping a bird find its home/puffins in Kenai National Park

Molly of Denali - 7 am & 3:30 pm

Valentine's Day Disaster/ Porcupine Slippers Focus: lost salts for a bath/finding porcupine quills for slippers

First Fish/A-Maze-Ing Snow Focus: Molly can't wait to catch her first fish! /Iris gets lost in a maze with an old map

Seal Dance/Snowboarding Qyaf Theme Song Focus: many ways to communicate information/ pitch of a sound

Raptor Roundup Focus: classification and birds of prey

Little Howler Focus: wolf communication and socialization

Wild Kratts - 7:30 am & 3:30 pm

Ground Hog Wake Up Call Focus: groundhogs andibernation

Masked Bandits Focus: some animals, like raccoons, gravitate towards human habitation

Journey To The Subnivean Zone Focus: the secret underground world of the meadow vole

The Waiting Game/ Planet Purple Party Focus: communicating with light

The Yodel Birds Are Coming/ A Lot Of Hat Focus: making music with natural objects/ communicating with light

Hero Elementary - 8 am

The Crew Who SNOWS What To Do/Keep Your Eyes On The Ball Focus: Snow: sunlight melts snow/collisions

Back On Track/ Switch-eroo-Er Focus: different landforms can make up an area/ ask an expert

Squeak To Me/Team's Song Theme Song Focus: many ways to communicate information/ pitch of a sound

Knot So Fast/ Made In The Shade Focus: engineering design process/sun has warning effect

First Day Of School Focus: using the powers of observation, predicting, and testing can help solve problems

Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum - 8:30 am & 4:30 pm

I Am Zora Neale Hurston/ I Am Charles Dickens

I Am Billie Jean King/ I Am Arthur Ashe

I Am Mary Anning /I Am Charlie Chaplin

I Am Confucius /I Am Sagagawa

I Am Nikola Tesla/ I Am Nellie Bly

Curious George - 9 am

George And The Sleepy Sheep/Gummy Monkey

George Fixes Betty's Wag-on/ Curious George Takes A Drive Focus: keeping wag-on rolling/saveving turtle

Bill On Wheels Focus: time to School/No tome - In Blanken Focus: doing what helps you rest

The Fire Drill/Daniel And Mom Go To The Market Focus: stop and listen to stay safe

Fruit Picking Day/Daniel Is Big Enough To Help Dad Focus: things you are just the right size for

Prince Wednesday Goes To The Potty/Daniel Goes To The Potty Focus: getting potty when you need to go

Donkey Hodie - 10 am & 1:30 pm

Royal Sandcastle Builders/ Bobski Bounce

The Cow And Potato Bug Opera/ Everything Explor- ers Focus: dinosaurs that walk on two legs, eat meat, and have two toes/see what they eat

Frozen Fish/Pirate Treasure Focus: frozen winter lakes/ maps and landmarks

Burrowing Owl Girl/Olive's Tree Focus: Olive learns about burrowing owls life cycle of a tree

Make Music Naturally/Light The Way Focus: making music with natural objects/ communicating with light

Elinor Wonders Why - 10:30 am

Olive's Library/Nature Walk Focus: ants inspire a lending library/ tree roots inspire making signs

These Sneezes/ Art's Lucky Shirt Focus: why do we sneeze/sneak their skin

Frozen Fish/ Pirate Treasure Focus: frozen winter lakes/ maps and landmarks

Burrowing Owl Girl/Olive's Tree Focus: Olive learns about burrowing owls life cycle of a tree

Make Music Naturally/Light The Way Focus: making music with natural objects/ communicating with light

Sesame Street - 11 am & 1 pm

Measuring Big Bird Focus: Big Bird wants to see how tall he is

Camp Out Focus: Abby, Rudy, Elmo, and Charlie go camping

Bye Bye Boo Boo's Focus: Elmo and Abby look for friends who need help with their boo-boos

Measuring Big Bird Focus: Big Bird wants to see how tall he is

Dis appoint-O-Meter Focus: Oscar's disappointment doesn't work the way he planned

Pinkalicious & Peterperric - 11:30 am

Pterocadabra/Sleepless In Pinkville Focus: using costumes/ props/ imagination and movement

Birthday Party For Kendra/ Normalize Plans A Playdate Focus: colors and visual styles/role play

Indoor Camp-In/ The Flutters bugs Focus: indoor camping/ pinkerific tea party

Secret Sculpture/ The Celebra- tion Focus: Can you play with art/over celebrating

DINOSAUR TRAIN - 12 pm

Tiny And The Crocodile/ Meet The Grandparents Focus: 40 foot crocodile/sharing traits with grandparents

Theropod Club/ Surprise Party Focus: dinosaurs that walk on two legs, eat meat, and have three feet/see what they eat

Mammoths/ Underwater World Focus: ways to make the waiting easier

King Cryolophosaurus/Buddy The Tracker Focus: reclusive, singing dinosaur/ fossilized tracks

Pteranodon Family World Tour/ Gilbert The Junior Conductor Focus: The Pteranodon go on a World Tour adventure

CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG - 12:30 pm

The Dog Who Cried Bark/ Port Focus: Hudson creek has a lookout on the Life-guard stand/run in a play fort

Coming Soon/ Fire Dog Tucker Focus: the gang puts on a performance based on Pablo's favorite comic book

Searchers Of The Lost Coin/ Birdwell Backwards Focus: ways to find the legendary "Lost Lucky Coin of the Isles"

Daniel's Goldfish Dies/Daniel's Strawberry Seeds Focus: asking questions when something dies

Daniel Tiger - 2 pm

Thank You, Grandpere Ti- ger/ Neighborhood Thank You Day Focus: saying thanks

Daniel Waits For Show And Tell/A Night Out At The Restaurant Focus: ways to make the waiting easier

Good Morning Daniel/ Goodnight Daniel Focus: morning and night routines

Daniel Goes To Sleep/ Prince Wednesday Sleeps Over Focus: speaking up for what you want wanting to

Daniel's Bicycle/Katerina's Magic Trick Focus: Keep on trying and you'll feel proud!

Let's Go Luna - 2:30 pm

The Big Squeeze/ Meet The Presses Focus: Munich, Germany

D'orsay Day/ Honey In Par- is Focus: Paris, France

Lost And Found/ Time Of Goodbye Focus: Barcelona, Spain

Glucken Around The Clock/ Good Knight Focus: Munich, Germany

Story Of Smoothie/ Andy Focus: Istanbul, Turkey

Nature Cat - 3 pm

Ocean Commotion - Part 1 Focus: how waters are connected

Ocean Commotion - Part 2 Focus: how waters are connected

Niagara Falls/Nature Plant

Freezin' In The Summer Season/ Eclipse Of The Sun Focus: hail/solar eclipse

Tally Ho, A Volcano/ No Rest For The Sneeky